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GILT
WRITER | ALISA KWITNEY
ARTIST & COVER | MAURICET
0722AH235
FULL COLOR | 42 PAGES | $16.99 MATURE
IN-STORE DATE 11/2/2022 FOC DATE 9/4/2022
In this “fusion of The Golden Girls, Sex and the City and
Twilight Zone” (IGN), Eisner-nominated writer Alisa Kwitney and artist Mauricet introduce unlikely time-travelers
Hildy and Trista. Hildy has a big secret: Her Manhattan
apartment comes with a time portal and membership
in G.I.L.T., the Guild of Independent Lady Temporalists.
Their prime directive: Do not alter the past without coop board approval! Beautiful, never-before-seen art from
Mauricet rounds out the volume.

Highball #1
WRITER | STUART MOORE
ARTIST | FRED HARPER
COVER A: FRED HARPER COVER B: DAVID RUBIN
0722AH231 | 0722AH232
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGE | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/7/2022 FOC DATE 8/7/2022
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA meets THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE—for a game of
darts, over shots! Meet space pilot HIGHBALL, the best shot in the galaxy—
except for one problem: he can only hit the target when he’s dead drunk. In
this outrageous first issue, he faces off against a fierce but alluring bird-warrior, a disturbingly racist A.I., a crypto-obsessed fellow pilot, the maddening
bureaucracy of Space Corp—and, of course, his own shameful inadequacies. Highball: SAVING THE GALAXY, ONE PINT AT A TIME! “If we took the
current sh*tshow that is humanity out into space this very minute, it would
be no surprise that our hero would be Stuart Moore and Fred Harper’s ‘Highball’. A little bit Futurama, and a little bit Red Dwarf, and a whole lotta space
booze.” -Darick Robertson, co-creator of THE BOYS. Featuring cover A by
cocreator Fred Harper (THE WRONG EARTH: PURPLE, with Stuart Moore),
and incentive cover B by David Rubin (Cosmic Detective).

COVER A
COVER b

Justice Warriors #4
WRITER | MATT BORS
ARTIST | BEN CLARKSON
COVER A: BEN CLARKSON, COVER B: MATT BORS
0722AH233 | 0722AH234
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99 MATURE
IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022 FOC DATE 8/21/2022
Continuing the smash-hit miniseries co-created by Pulitzer nominee Matt Bors! The Prince of Bubble City, feeling unpopular,
orders helicopters to drop pallets of cash on the impoverished Uninhabited Zone, stirring its denizens into chaos. That, and the
onslaught of the revolutionary Libra Gang, add up to another lousy shift for UZ cops Swamp and Schitt.

COVER A

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER b

Artists Elite Presents #2
WRITERS | BEN TEMPLESMITH,
JAMES T. MITCHEL, & RYAN KINCAID
ARTISTS | BEN TEMPLESMITH,
FREDDIE WILLIAMS II, & RYAN KINCAID
COVERS | TYLER KIRKHAM, CECI DE LA CRUZ, BEN
TEMPLESMITH, FREDDIE WILLIAMS II & RYAN KINCAID
0722AE236 | 0722AE237 | 0722AE238 | 0722AE239
0722AE240

FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 09/06/2022 FOC DATE 08/07/2022
Artists Elite Presents #2 features the premiere of 3
new stories! Ben Templesmith’s (30 Days of Night)
Darkskulls where five weary and jaded immortals
tied to the life-force of the planet might bother to
come together to save it one last time. Freddie Williams II’s (Batman/TMNT) Belong tells how a lonely, quiet, creative kid finds the family he’s always
wanted by eagerly paying everything for it. Ryan
Kincaid’s (Cover Artist) Seraph and the Seven questions if sending one of the original angels will be
enough to save humanity from the Seven Deadly
Sins!

Artists Elite Presents #3
WRITERS | BRETT BOOTH, JARED GIFFORD &
JORDAN GUNDERSON
ARTISTS | BRETT BOOTH, CHAD HARDIN &
JORDAN GUNDERSON
COVERS | ALÉ GARZA, BRETT BOOTH,
CHAD HARDIN & JORDAN GUNDERSON
0722AE241 | 0722AE242 | 0722AE243 | 0722AE244
|0722AE245

FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE 09/27/2022 FOC DATE 08/28/2022
Artists Elite Presents #3 features the premiere of 2
new stories plus Part 2 of Brett Booth’s (Teen Titans) Lost Serpent Prince where Basilisk awakens
and must prove he’s battle ready before he can
cross paths with the assassin Morrighan! Chad
Hardin’s (Harley Quinn) Death Watch is the tale of
a hunter who destroys vampires, werewolves, and
demons to keep the people of 19th century Europe
safe from a cult determined to bring suffering and
eternal darkness to the world. Jordan Gunderson’s
(Aspen Comics) Apotheosis reveals a complex
mystery that stretches back to the dawn of civilization through a young woman’s search for answers
about her family’s past.

JUL 2022

SAGA OF A DOOMED UNIVERSE #1 (OF 3)
CREATED BY
SCOTT REED
CEX Publishing is proud to present 1984’s
most shocking comic book, revealed at
last! The heroes have been murdered -- all
except for Roy Brannon, a costumed loser
who could never become the champion
that Earth needs. Now, it will be Roy’s
chance to prove everyone wrong.... even
if he has to destroy the entire Universe
to do it!
This is the comic that changed everything,
presented in three triple-sized volumes
with six covers – including homages to
some of the OTHER comics that changed
everything!

$8.99 | FULL COLOR | PERFECT BOUND
56 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 INCHES

0722CX246 | 0722CX247 | 0722CX248
0722CX249 | 0722CX250 | 0722CX251

COVER B

FOC DATE

IN STORES

AUGUST 18, 2022

OCTOBER 26, 2022

SAGA OF A DOOMED UNIVERSE #1—COVERS

COVER D

COVER E

COVER C

COVER F

FOC DATE

AUGUST 18, 2022

IN STORES

OCTOBER 26, 2022

SAGA OF A DOOMED UNIVERSE #1

PREVIEW

SAGA OF A DOOMED UNIVERSE #1

PREVIEW

SPARKS OF CHAOS #2 (OF 3)

0722CX252 | 0722CX253 | 0722CX254
WRITTEN BY
TEMUR SCHELM
ILLUSTRATED & COVER A BY
ALEX MALYSHEV & GLEB MELNIKOV
COVER A
ALEX “EX” MAKAROV
COVER B & C
ALEX MALYSHEV

COVER C

COVER B

$7.99 | FULL COLOR | 48 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN
The epic journey continues, as Silen and the other Demigods
work to bring Dionysus back to life – no matter the cost!
But the forces of darkness are quickly aligning against our
heroes, while the fate of humanity, Godhood and all manner
of Earthly and Heavenly creatures hang in the balance!
Featuring interconnected A Covers in the style of a Greek
vase, each oversized issue contains 48 pages of Gods and
Monsters battling for the fate of our world!

FOC DATE

IN STORES

AUGUST 18, 2022

OCTOBER 26, 2022

SPACE CORPS: THE COLLECTED EDITION
0722CX255
WRITTEN BY
GANNON BECK
& BRYAN RICHMOND
ILLUSTRATED & COVER BY
GANNON BECK
“A tremendous, smart, thrilling read. Soldiers
by people who understand soldiers. Comics
by people who understand comics. Not to
be missed.”
— Tom King (Rorschach, Human Target)
IN COLOR FOR THE FIRST TIME!
OORAH! The Space Corps is here to save
the universe!
When an alien species attacks Earth, high
schooler Deven Taylor is swept up in the
machinery of an intergalactic war and
finds himself serving alongside strange
recruits from across the stars! As the
Space Corps’ newest enlistee, Deven must
come to terms with who he is and the price
he’s willing to pay for survival.
Co-created by Gannon Beck and Bryan
Richmond, Space Corps collects the
sprawling story of combat, honor and duty.
Beck is a Marine veteran who hails from
a multi-generational military family, and
brings that experience to bear throughout
this gripping tale!

$19.99 | FULL COLOR | SOFTCOVER
144 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 INCHES

FOC DATE

AUGUST 18, 2022

IN STORES

OCTOBER 26, 2022

LIMITED TO 200 COPIES

MOTHER RUSSIA:
WINTER SPECIAL - KHOI PHAM VIRGIN COVER
WRITTEN & ILLUSTRATED BY
JEFF MCCOMSEY
COVER BY
KHOI PHAM

Marvel and DC superstar Khoi Pham
(X-Men, Teen Titans, Mighty Avengers,
Cyberforce) brings his unique talents
to Mother Russia’s zombie epic!
Limited to just 200 copies, this virgin
edition is essential!
$9.99 | BLACK & WHITE
28 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN

0722CX256

FOC DATE

IN STORES

AUGUST 18, 2022

OCTOBER 26, 2022

NIGHT OF THE VEGAN HC

WRITTEN BY
ELIJAH C. RICHARDSON JR.
LEROY E. BRYANT II
ALANA JOLI ABBOTT
ILLUSTRATED BY
CHRIS YARBROUGH
LEE OAKS
FIGUE
COVER BY
CHRIS YARBROUGH
Prosperous Lake, New Mexico: Population,
398 isn’t the place where Vinny the Shovel
wanted to end up in Witness Protection.
Working at the local hardware store isn’t
the height of excitement, not even when
the town is hosting the County’s 100th
Agricultural Fair. But when a tanker truck
carrying a disastrous secret experiment
crashes near town, this town isn’t just
dead… It’s about to get undead.
$19.99 | FULL COLOR | HARD COVER
72 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 INCHES

0722CX257

FOC DATE

IN STORES

AUGUST 18, 2022

OCTOBER 26, 2022

SANTOS SISTERS #2
WRITERS | GREG & FAKE, GRAHAM SMITH, What do a pair of deadly assassins, three roidDAVE LANDSBERGER & MARC KOPRINAROV ed-up high school football players, a zombie
outbreak, and a cute dragon all have in comARTISTS & COVER | GREG & FAKE
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.20 | 0722FW258
IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022 FOC DATE 7/3/2022

mon? You can find them all in the pages of Santos Sisters! Once again printed in full-color on
your favorite decadent newsprint!

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER b

COVER A

Born of Blood #1
WRITER | DOLAN ARTIST | CARLOS BECCARIA
COVERS | RON LEARY, TIM VIGEL, HAL LAREN & TRISTARR
0722MC264 | 0722MC265 | 0722MC266 | 0722MC267 | 0722MC268

FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | 24.99 MATURE
IN-STORE DANCE 9/27/22 FOC DATE 8/28/22
Ancient Sparta is a dangerous place. It requires a strong hand to keep its rivals
at bay, and for years King Cleomenes’ strength did just that. But after losing
his Queen who only offered him one heir, his daughter Giaris, he’s decided he
must put her through a baptism of fire to prepare her to one day take his place
in defending Sparta. Will she rise to the challenge or will she and Sparta fall?

COVER c
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER b

COVER A

Deathrage #3
WRITER | MURPHEY ARTIST | EMILIANO URDINOLA
COVER | ALESSANDRO MICELLI, TRISTARR & SORAH SUHNG

COVER c

0722MC269 | 0722MC270 | 0722MC271 | 0722MC272 | 0722MC273

FULL COLOR | $9.99 | 28 PAGES MATURE
IN-STORE DATE 09/27/22 FOC DATE 08/28/2022
Kiss are on the run as hordes of The Syndicate’s assassins are on the hunt
for the prize that is Deathrage’s high-tech helmet! Meanwhile, the reports of
Las Vegas crime lord Teddy’s death may have been GREATLY exaggerated...

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER c

COVER A

COVER b

Miss Meow #4
WRITER | MURPHEY ARTIST | VICTOR SERRA
COVERS | SHIKARII & JOHN ROYLE

0722MC259 | 0722MC260 | 0722MC261
0722MC262 | 0722MC263
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99 MATURE
IN-STORE DATE 9/20/22 FOC DATE 8/21/22
Katfight has learned the truth behind Miss Meow’s seemingly nine
lives, and will stop at nothing to snuff them out! Meanwhile, Miss Meow
tracks down the group known as the Bubblegum Blitzkrieg in order to
retrieve the Helmet of Leonidas... and unlock the secrets of The Spartan
Order that it reveals!

COVER d

COVER e

Action Journalism
#2
WRITER | ERIC SKILLMAN
ARTIST & COVER | MIKLÓS FELVIDÉKI
COVER B | MAX SARIN

0722ON274 | 0722ON275
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/20/2022
FOC DATE 8/21/2022

Always on the hunt for the next exclusive
scoop, Kate and her trusty sidekick Danni
have infiltrated the Lagardo Conference, a
convention for the biggest and brightest brains
in science. There’s bound to be something
exciting to report on when you put a bunch
of ambitious scientists in a conference room
together, right? But when a public reveal of a
gravity-defying invention goes wrong, it’s up
to Kate to save the day...
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER b

© 2022 SANRIO CO., LTD. S/T•F USED UNDER LICENSE.

COVER A

Aggretsuko: Out To Lunch #2
WRITER | JOSH TRUJILLO
ARTIST & COVER A | ABIGAIL STARLING COVER B | ROBIN CREW

0722ON276 | 0722ON277

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/6/2022 FOC DATE 8/7/2022
Desperate to find a new job, Retsuko visits an employment agency, which recommends a much different—and surprising—career path for her. But can Retsuko
summon the inner strength to make such a big change?			

Blink #3
WRITER | CHRISTOPHER SEBELA
ARTIST & COVER A | HAYDEN SHERMAN COVER B | CHRIS SHEHAN

0722ON278 | 0722ON279

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/20/2022 FOC DATE 7/28/2022
The Morlocks, servants of surveillance and murderous defenders of Blink, have found Wren,
but the Eloi, a shrinking group of vigilant survivors, get there first and distort the endless,
shifting walls to to navigate Wren through a maze of traps in order to evade the pursuing danger. Finally face-to-face with the final remnants of her origins, Wren gets the answers she’s
been obsessively seeking as to what happened all those years ago...but at a price she wasn’t
prepared to pay.

COVER b

COVER A

NEW T
O LUN
AR

CRUMRIN CHRONICLES VOL. 1:
THE CHARMED AND THE CURSED
WRITER, ARTIST, & COVER | TED NAIFEH
FULL COLOR | 128 PAGES | $14.99

0722ON905
NEW TO LUNAR DISTRIBUTION | BACKLIST
Will Crumrin needs help adapting to the mortal world after
spending a hundred years in the realm of faeries, so his big
sister Courtney makes him a glamor charm to ensure he will
be loved by everyone in his new life. Eventually, Will finds his
endless popularity more a prison than a plus when his friends’
affections turn to infighting and Courtney turns to other magic to save him. But her use of magic draws the attention of
Emil Gorka, an ancient vampire disguised as the most powerful corporate CEO in town. Now it’s Will who must create
magic of his own to fight for his sister’s life and save her from
eternal servitude and the unquenchable hunger of an undead
monster.
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

The Crumrin Chronicles Vol. 2:
The Lost and the Lonely
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | TED NAIFEH
FULL COLOR | 128 PAGES | $ 14.99

0722ON288
IN-STORE DATE 9/27/2022
FOC DATE 8/28/2022
Imagine waking up one morning and realizing that fifty years have
gone by and you hardly noticed, let alone aged. That’s what happens to Calpurnia Crisp, a humble schoolteacher from Hillsborough.
Agent Odell of Homeland Security is convinced Calpurnia was the
victim of magic, and wants her to join him in his crusade against
what he sees as a conspiracy undermining the country. Odell recruits
her as an undercover asset to infiltrate the world of Courtney Crumrin, the mysterious teenager who left a trail of unexplained horrors in
Hillsborough, and Courtney’s younger brother Will, the strange boy
who appeared out of nowhere. But as she penetrates the world of the
Crumrins, Calpurnia begins to suspect the gap in her memories is
due to her magic being erased. She must ultimately decide between
the world of magic or helping the reactionary agent determined to
eradicate it...

		

COVER A
R
COVE

c

Pink Lemonade #1
WRITER & ARTIST | NICK CAGNETTI
COVER A | NICK CAGNETTI
COVER B | SHAKY KANE

0722ON280 | 0722ON281 | 0722ON282
0722ON283
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/27/2022
FOC DATE 8/28/2022

COVER b

Breakout indy comics sensation Nick Cagnetti’s sleeper hit comes to
Oni Press! A new hero on the scene, Pink Lemonade dreams of doing big things, but ultimately, she’ll settle for doing good and helping
where she can. Things don’t always work out as planned, as Pink
Lemonade sees when she accidentally crashes the set of the next
Ron Radical blockbuster movie. While trying to do her hero thing,
there’s a misunderstanding with some cops—and just when you
think she’s sunk, she gets an offer she may not be able to refuse!
But...is it too good to be true? Meet the heroine with a mysterious
past, colorful costume, altruistic outlook, a zippy motorcycle, and an
overactive imagination—it’s all pretty cool!

			

COVER A

TM & © 2022 CARTOON NETWORK
COVER B

Rick and Morty:
Crisis on C-137 #2
WRITER | STEPHANIE PHILLIPS
ARTIST & COVER A | RYAN LEE
COVER B | MEGAN HUANG
0722ON284 | 0722ON285
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/13/2022
FOC DATE 8/14/2022

And then there were five...
A team of superheroes is forged in Rick’s crucible of fire, ready to defend
the galaxy... And just in time, as New York is under attack!

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Sixth Gun:
Oni 25th Anniversary Edition #1
WRITER | CULLEN BUNN
ARTIST & COVER | BRIAN HURTT

0722ON286
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/13/2022 FOC DATE 8/14/2022
Oni Press’ 25th anniversary editions of classic Oni titles continues with this facsimile of issue #1 of Cullen Bunn and Brian
Hurtt’s The Sixth Gun. During the darkest days of the Civil War,
wicked cutthroats came into possession of six pistols of otherworldly power. In time, the Sixth Gun, the most dangerous of the
weapons, vanished. When the gun surfaces in the hands of an
innocent girl, dark forces reawaken. Vile men thought long dead
set their sights on retrieving the gun and killing the girl. Only
Drake Sinclair, a gunfighter with a shadowy past, stands in their
way. But the guns have a power—and a destiny—more terrifying
than anyone imagines...

Talli
Daughter of the Moon Vol. 1
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | SOURYA

0722ON287
PARTIAL COLOR | 176 PAGES | $ 19.99 AGES 12 & UP

IN-STORE DATE 9/27/2022 FOC DATE 8/28/2022

Hidden within the walls of a secluded castle, Lord Borin raises
his adopted daughter Talli in secret, and for good reason: Talli
is a descendant of the Summoners, magical women hunted by
those who fear their mysterious powers. Violently torn from her
home, Talli sets out on a journey in search of her origins and to
learn the secrets of her great and dangerous power. With the cruel Lord Ulric’s forces hot on her heels, Talli must keep one step
ahead, gathering a motley crew of companions and protectors
that includes the noble (some might say too noble) knight Sir
Alan and the lethargic-but-ferocious swordsman Lélo. The ruthless Captain Nina pursues them doggedly because she is aware
of the secret of Talli’s blood: the secret of the Summoners!

AGENT OF W.O.R.L.D.E. #3
WRITER | DENIZ CAMP
ARTIST | FILYA BRATUKIN
COVER ARTIST | FILYA BRATUKHIN & JASON WORDIE

0722SC289
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/29/2022
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99

		
From my secret family to yours: Ex-spies with metal eyes!
Happy beginnings and sad endings! Do not observe the
cat! Things go from worse to worse! All of that, except in
reverse.

COVER b

AZZA THE BARBED #1
WRITER | PAT SHAND
ARTIST & COVER | RIO BURTON

0722SC290 | 0722SC291
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $ 4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022 FOC DATE 8/15/2022
“Writer Pat Shand (Destiny Ny, Snap Flash Hustle)
& Artist Rio Burton (Branches Entwined & Broken) LAUNCH A NEW FANTASY EPIC! Azza was COVER
born into a family that, for generations, served in
the Obsidian Guard, a military unit of holy warriors. During
Azza’s Coronation, a magical ceremony that would imbue her
with a holy glowing power, something went wrong. Instead
of the sacred Obsidian tattoos, she became marred with
thorned, black markings. Thinking this a bad omen, Azza’s
people banished her. Now, Azza lives in solitude guarding a
great evil... but when that evil escapes and begins to spread
its wicked power, Azza must make a choice: save the people
that expelled her or allow her home town to fall to evil. With
an emotional, comedic, and awe-inspiring story of empowerment, Azza the Barbed blends fantasy, adventure, mythology,
horror, and action in this unforgettable new series.		

A

COVER A

COVER b

Blade in the Dark #1
WRITER | MORGAN QUAID
ARTIST | WILLI ROBERTS
COVERS | RICHWOODALL & ADAM KMIOLEK
0722SC308 | 0722SC309
B&W | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/7/2022 FOC DATE 8/6/2022
They came, masked, in the dead of night and burned the village to ash. Rook of the Hidden Song,
sole survivor to his people, must seek Vengeance. Yet the path ahead is strewn with hidden
dangers; monstrous creatures inhabiting the skins of the dead and dying, human soldiers warped
by supernatural forces and rogue gods intent on mischief and destruction.
Rook must cut a path of blood and reclaim the treasured heart of his ashen village or die in the
attempt and take his place alongside his slaughtered kin...

BY THE HORNS: DARK EARTH #5
WRITER | MARKISAN NASO
ARTIST | JASON MUHR
COVER | JASON MUHR & STEVE CANON

0722SC292
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/29/2022
After their savage battle with pirates on the open seas,
Elodie, Sajen and Evelyn are forced to book new passage
to Yalastra in the remote and rickety ocean town of Ahawakan. But navigating a floating city full of marauders is
no easy task, especially when everyone wants them dead.
Meanwhile, Shanora Zel looks to pick up Elodie’s trail in
Lycus.

Cities of Magick #5
WRITER | JAKOB FREE
ARTIST & COVER | WILL TEMPEST

0722SC293
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022 FOC DATE 8/15/2022
The Bad Seed. This is it. The final showdown between Lev
and Isimar. In the fight for his life, Lev’s past, present, and
future will all come to bear. Unfortunately for Lev, even if
he somehow does pull off a miracle and bests Isimar, he’ll
still have to deal with the pesky matter of the slow-acting
poison coursing through his veins. Either way, this thing’s
gonna end with a funeral.

CODE 45 #3
BENJAMIN HUNTING
ARTIST & COVER | JOE NG

0722SC294
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022 FOC DATE 8/15/2022
Vanessa reaches out to her uncle, a veteran train driver
who shuts down her questions about the danger in the
tunnels. Frustrated, she sinks deeper into the rave scene,
where a chance encounters with the metro’s maintenance
chief shocks her with details about the dragon cover-up
and her family’s link to Code 45—but is it too late to save
herself from the same fate?

ETERNUS #2
WRITERS | DON HANDFIELD & ANASTAZJA DAVIS
ARTISTS | KARL MOLINE & ANDY OWENS
COVER | ROB PRIOR

0722SC295
FULL COLOR | 36 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/7/2022 FOC DATE 8/6/2022
Heracles tracks the Centurion he believes may have killed his
father Zeus, bristling at having to stay sober AND babysit Athena’s 9-year-old blind priestess in the process - until Mina reveals her true nature and the real reason she was sent as his
sidekick. Meanwhile, Dionysus seeks to regain his lost glory
and the favor of the new Caesar Julian by turning water into
wine on the day of his wedding to the Emperor’s sister.

INFERNAL PACT #1
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | JOSEPH SCHMALKE

0722SC310
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022 FOC DATE 8/22/2022
Beatrice, Biscuit and Punk Rocker are three meth heads
who jokingly sell their souls for drugs and find themselves
actually cursed. The newly damned trio begin trying to
find a way to save their damned souls as they are hunted
by Devil worshiping bikers. This is the follow up to Joseph
Schmalke’s Cherry Blackbird and is an over-the-top exploitation Grindhouse tale. Mature readers. 			
							

Junior #1

		

WRITERS | ALEX KMETO & SEAN CALLAHAN
ARTIST & COVER | ALEX KMETO

0722SC296
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022 FOC DATE 8/22/2022
			

What’s a young space marine supposed to do when a rogue asteroid slams into the space station she was sent to repair? Well, she
grabs her alien, hippo-like sidekick and she crash lands on a dinosaur-infested planet—that’s what she does! Meet Junior—she’s
brash, smart, strong, and completely in over her head! Join the
debut of a sci-fi escapade that will make you laugh, cry, and wish
you had the next issue. Let’s adventure! 			

Knockturn County #1
WRITER | JAMES E ROCHE
ARTIST & COVER | AXUR ENEAS

0722SC297
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGE | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/7/2022 FOC DATE 8/6/2022
Knockturn County is an adult crime noir set in a classic children’s
book universe – as if Dr. Seuss took a few swigs of whimsical
whiskey and ran amok through Sin City. Varying tales converge
and collide in this county built on blood, as a rhyming narrative
leads readers through a tangled web of death, booze, drugs, and
betrayal. This debut issue follows an obsessed detective who puts
his badge aside to hunt for his missing ex, and a little girl in the
scariest place of all: her home.

LOCUST:
THE BALLAD OF MEN #2
WRITER | MASSIMO ROSI
ARTIST & COVER | ALEX NIETO

0722SC298
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/29/2022
Insanity and fear rule the day in this latest installment of
Locust. In a series of flashbacks, we see how Max and
Stella try to escape—leaving the ruins of the city behind.
Meanwhile, in the present, the madness becomes more
and more explosive near Long Island and Fort Tilden.

Mega Centurions #2
WRITER | JON PARRISH
ARTIST & COVER | DEXTER WEE

0722SC299
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/29/2022
The Mega Centurions come face-to-face with the Grey
Knight, a former henchman for Prince Venkor, a nemesis
from their past, who brings a warning and makes a shocking request. Meanwhile, at the location of the final battle,
another armored stranger arrives. Just what is he after?

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

New Rat City #1
WRITER | HONOR VINCENT
ARTIST & COVER | GEORGE QUADROS

0722SC300
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
It’s 2083, and there’s not much left of New York City after years
of floods, pests, and infrastructure mismanagement. Broadway is
a sea of grass that ends at the 59th street floodwall, and tourists
arrive by ferry to take glass bottom boat tours of downtown and
the outer boroughs. The only people keeping the city habitable for
its few remaining residents are the pest controllers, and humane
laws mean they generally aren’t allowed to kill. Felicia Shepherd
is a pest controller who has recently taken over the family business, after her mother disappeared and a rat-related accident took
her dad out of commission.Felicia does the best she can for her
clients, but her job becomes much harder when swarms of unnervingly organized pests start running rampant across the city!

Night Of The Cadillacs:
Origins Magazine
WRITERS | SEAN E DEMOTT & JAKE HEARNS
ARTISTS | KIRK ‘THE SAVAGE’ MANLEY
COVER | ROB PRIOR & SCOTT HATTONX

0722SC301
FULL COLOR | 72 PAGES | $12.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/7/2022 FOC DATE 8/6/2022
In the spirit of Lost Boys and Warriors, NOTC is a high-octane, genre-bending mix of horror, hard action and street
culture. The Origins book was born in coffee shops and
bars in Northern and Southern California. Artists and
contributors came not only from Cali but from as far
away as Tokyo, Montreal, and Argentina. In the spirit of a
DIY, punk rock, cassette tape, the book is rough and raw
by design and should be played at maximum volume. Reprints issue 1 with new material!				

Pentagram of Horror #5
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER |
MARCO FONTANILI

0722SC311 | 0722SC312
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $5.99

COVER A

COVER b

IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022
FOC DATE 8/15/2022
Pentagram of Horror is a new horror anthology with each issue being a stand-alone story.
Imagine a reality where there are no supernatural creatures, demons or anything else—
only humans. And those who are willing to
open their eyes can see that men are the only
true monsters to fear...

Play Things #4
WRITER & COVER | JON CLARK
ARTIST | TRAVIS WILLIAMSON

0722SC313
FULL COLOR| 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/29/2022
Welcome to Funland! You’ll never want to leave. Even if you want to leave, you’ll
never leave. Here, all the toys are alive, but with what? Alison has finally made it
in, will she ever make it out?					

RAD WRAITH #3
WRITER | TRISTAN GALLAGHER
ARTIST & COVER | CHRISTIAN DIBARI

0722SC314
FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022 FOC DATE 8/15/2022
When the Rad Wraith tracks one of his host’s killers to a warehouse full of
armed drug dealers, what follows is a showdown so extreme, so gory, so
absolutely unforgivably bloody that it would make Paul Verhoeven turn away
and vomit uncontrollably.

SENGI AND TEMBO #1
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | GUISEPPE FALCO

0722SC302
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $2.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022 FOC DATE 8/22/2022

				

The perfect lead into the Sengi and Tembo trade paperback is going back to print with
a newly remastered cover! In the African savanna an animal’s survival may depend on
their family and friends. Sengi, a little mouse finds himself alone, and Tembo, an old
elephant, has chosen to leave his herd behind. When these two meet it seems unlikely
that they could become friends. However, in a fight for survival, they will form a powerful
bond and form a new family. This heartwarming tale has been beautifully written and
breathtakingly illustrated by the extremely talented Giuseppe Falco. For only $2.99 this
is a must-have addition to any all-ages comic book collection.
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Sgt. Werewolf #1
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER RICH WOODALL

0722SC315
0722SC316 | 0722SC317
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022 FOC DATE 8/15/2022
Sgt. Steve Hovatter leads a small group of U.S. Commandos to infiltrate Lichtenstein castle in Germany and recover intel on Nazi Occult operations. The Commandos are captured,
and Sgt. Hovatter is executed. Hours later Sgt. Hovatter is transformed into a Werewolf and
uncovers a much more sinister plot at Castle Lichtenstein. The Nazis are trying to evoke the
Norse God of Thunder, Thor to aid them in their war efforts. Sgt. Werewolf must save his
team from this Castle of Horrors, but he’ll have to go through an army of Golems first...

She Bites #2
WRITER | HEDWIG HALE
ARTIST & COVER | ALBERTO HERNÁNDEZ R.

0722SC303
FULL COLOR | 36 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022 FOC DATE 8/22/2022
Desperate to make enough money to go to Scotland and kill herself after not getting into her dream college, Brenda Zelinski has
just agreed to take a babysitting job for Elsie Baker, a 134-yearold vampire in the body of a 9-year-old girl. Sick of being unable
to go out and about without being hassled by adults, Elsie pays
her “babysitter” to take her to the local mall so she can get some
shopping done without being reported lost by security. What begins as a light-hearted night shopping for CDs and Chia Pets,
turns into a night neither will ever forget. Will Elsie be able to
convince Brenda she shouldn’t end her life? Will Brenda’s bully
have the last laugh? What outfits will they buy in the obligatory
friendship shopping montage? Find out in She Bites #2!

Black Caravan Premiere:

Jon Clark's

Something Juicy
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | JON CLARK

0722SC307
FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/29/2022
The most popular girl in school digs for juicy dirt on the girl who
stole her boyfriend - but a frightening truth finds her instead. From
the creator of Black Friday and Playthings comes this dark look at
High School Drama.
ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Supercats:

Halloween Special
WRITER | CALEB THUSAT
ARTIST & COVER | ANGELA ODDLING

0722SC304
FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/29/2022
Costumed kitties and puppies trick-or-treat for sweets, but
some not-so-nice trouble also stalks the streets. It’s time
for Halloween fun with Supercats! Ohno, a real supercat,
runs into a group of fake supercats who are up to no good!
Have no fear because Supercats always find a way to save
the day…or night! This delightful tale is part of the Launch
line designed to help children make the journey from picture
books to comics! Safe for the youngest of readers, Supercats
Halloween Special is an all-ages Treat for the whole family.

TRISKELE #3
WRITER | FELIPE PAN
ARTIST & COVER | MONARAMIS

0722SC305
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99

IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022 FOC DATE 8/22/2022

A young warrior breaks into the dungeon where our young heroes are imprisoned and appears before Alec and Evan as they
await their bleak fate. Who is he, and why is he rescuing the
children? Meanwhile, the clock starts ticking as slave traders
make their way to the city...

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

We Don't Kill Spiders Vol 1
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | JOSEPH SCHMALKE

0722SC318
FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $14.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 FOC DATE 8/15/2022

In the early Viking Age, a faithless Norseman detective is
summoned to a Scandinavian hamlet where a series of murders have occurred. Discovering the dark and bloody history
of the village he investigates the local outcast, a necromantic witch who brings his atheistic values into question. Determined to prevent further homicides, the two band together to
discover the identity of a serial killer.
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

West Moon Chronicles #1
WRITER | FRANK JUN KIM
ARTIST & COVER | JOE BOCARDO

0722SC306
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022 FOC DATE 8/15/2022
The elusive creatures of mud and blood known as the dokkaebi live just off of Route 4 in east Texas, in the ancient
pine forest known as the Tanglechase. Joon-Ho, a Korean
immigrant with a shadowy past, and his estranged grandson
Jae-Sun are the only people in the nearby town of Vane who
know the true nature of the dokkaebi. Together, they must
figure out what’s causing the creatures to turn hostile. Perhaps it has something to do with the interdimensional portal at the heart of the Tanglechase, for it is from here that
the past comes knocking, demanding a reckoning from both
men.					

Acid Nun
WRITER | CORINNE HALBERT
ARTIST | CORINNE HALBERT COVER | CORINNE HALBERT
0722SP321
FULL COLOR | 128 PAGES | $29.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/22 FOC DATE 9/4/22
A bad trip leads Annie, our earnest heroine, through a journey of suffering and self-discovery. Caught within the confines of her own mind, Annie struggles against the doubled weight of trauma and despair. In order to crawl her way out, she must grapple
with the cruelest parts of her psyche, and make peace with her inner child and suppressed past. Annie argues with her demons and punches her way toward the light,
with a little help from her dedicated and loving friends. Lushly illustrated with influences from spiritual iconography and psychedelic imagery, Halbert crafts an unflinching
yet compassionate story about pain, rage, and the blessings we can give ourselves.

F*CK OFF SQUAD: REMASTERED EDITION
WRITER | DAVE BAKER ARTIST | NICOLE GOUX
COVER ARTIST | NICOLE GOUX
0722SP320
PARTIAL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $21.99
IN-STORE DATE: 9/14/22 FOC DATE: 8/21/22
F*ck Off Squad by Nicole Goux (Shadow of the Batgirl, Everyone Is Tulip) and Dave
Baker (Everyone Is Tulip, Night Hunters) follows three would-be miscreants as they
attempt to navigate the trials and tribulations of growing up in Los Angeles. Needless to say, it’s the greatest comic about Instagram, skating, and low-key trying to
date someone while you’re still in a relationship ever made.This remastered edition
includes updated art, a new minicomic, and an additional essay from

Fungirl: You Are Revolting
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | ELIZABETH PICH
0722SP319
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/7/22 FOC DATE 8/14/22
Fungirl is back in this sensational, sopping wet one-shot! With Becky away at college, Fungirl and Peter are left to their own devices. Suddenly, a mysterious renter
appears in search of a room and charms our lust-ridden heroine. Is this blossoming connection too good to be true?

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Career Shoplifter
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | GABRIELLE BELL

0722UB323
B&W | $8.00 | ONE SHOT
IN-STORE DATE 09/21/22 FOC 6/12/22
Gabrielle concludes that she is a failure in life, so she might
as well do what she likes for the rest of it. She spends
hours at cafes covertly drawing and eavesdropping on her
fellow layabouts and shirkers every day. Occasionally she
gets caught, and sometimes, she makes friends. Being a
failure can be a lot of fun. Gabrielle Bell is comics’ most infamous diarist and the creator of The Voyeurs and Everything is Flammable. 						
									
								
ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

West #2
WRITER, ARTIST & COVER | JOHN GRUND

0722UB322
B&W | $6.99
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/22 FOC 6/12/22
In the second chapter of WEST, the situation is heating up. The boys are on the run after saving the kiddos from Solomons’ evil factories. Kehla makes ends
meet, Mo and Sal meet a tall wise man, and Jynx meets
a strange cat he doesn’t like. The truth, whose stalk
stands tall, has long, deep roots and requires digging
for discovery. Bugs are eaten, dust is kicked up, and
bonds are made.

BARBARIC:
AXE TO GRIND #3
WRITER | MICHAEL MORECI
ARTIST | NATHAN GOODEN
COVER A | NATHAN GOODEN

0722VL324 | 0722VL325
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $ 4.99
FOC DATE | 8/28/2022 IN-STORE DATE | 10/12/2022
That ugly orc Gladius and his evil witch Doxon picked a fight
with the wrong cursed barbarian! Revenge is a dish best served
righteously, and Axe has spoken his judgment. Owen is in a
murderous rage, Steele has his edge back, and Soren’s magic
runs deeper than anyone suspects. But none of that means
they’re going to make it out alive… in the finale of the second
arc of the most bloodthirsty comic of all time, BARBARIC!”
		

BONDING:
A LOVE STORY ABOUT PEOPLE
AND THEIR PARASITES
WRITER | MATTHEW ERMAN
ARTIST & COVER | EMILY PEARSON

0722VL326
FULL COLOR | 208 PAGES | $ 24.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022 IN-STORE DATE 10/12/2022
A sci-fi horror comedy romance — ya know, the usual! A man, a
woman—and their parasites. Marcus has felt alone since the loss of
his sister and has just recently entered into the dating scene, while
Laura has drifted in and out of relationships since high school.
They meet, they have a first date, and Marcus almost dies—because the slug-like, alien parasite attached to his chest rejects him.
Bonding is a funny, quirky, and honest look at love in a world where
everyone wears their anxiety, not on their sleeves, but on their
chest like big ol’ leeches. An original graphic novel from Matthew
Erman (Witchblood, Good Luck, Long Lost) and Emily Pearson
(The Wilds, The Vain).

COVER

B

END AFTER END #2
WRITERS | DAVID ANDRY & TIM DANIEL
ARTIST & COVER | SUNANDO C

0722VL327 | 0722VL328
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022 IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022

We’re all the heroes of our own stories.Although his life has ended, Walt’s story has just begun. With Grink as his guide, Walt
travels into the unknown to retrieve a mystical relic. But when he falters, a fellow warrior illuminates a dark truth: To wear the
hero’s mantle in the End After End, you must seize it...

GHOSTER HEIGHTS
WRITERS | KELLY MELLINGS, COREY LANSDELL
ARTIST & COVER | LISA LAROSE

0722VL329
FULL COLOR | 208 PAGES | $12.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022 IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022
Eight-year-old Ona has lost just about everything: her home, her possessions, her mother, and
almost her life. When she and her father move into her Baba’s apartment complex after these
traumatic events, they’re hoping for a clean start. But a mysterious specter follows her, and
Ona befriends the ghost she discovers haunting the boiler room. When her new friendship
starts allowing her to see other ghosts who haunt the residents of her building, she decides
to use her ability to help her new neighbors free themselves from their specters. In doing so,
however, Ona must eventually come face to face with a much darker foe—her own grief. The
earnestness of Judy Bloom meets the raw emotion of I Kill Giants in this beautifully hopeful
story of childhood tragedy. An original graphic novel for Middle Grade readers about grief,
loss, and the ghosts that haunt us all...

GIGA
COMPLETE SERIES
WRITER | ALEX PAKNADEL
ARTIST & COVER | JOHN LÊ

0722VL330
FULL COLOR | 144 PAGES | $17.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022 IN-STORE DATE 10/19/2022
A giant robot murder mystery.Nobody knows why the skyscraper-sized mechs known as Giga fought their bitter, centuries’ long war. All they know is that when the fighting finally
stopped, the dormant Giga became humanity’s new habitat
and new gods in one. When disgraced engineer Evan Calhoun finds an apparently murdered Giga, his society and the
fascistic tech-centered religious order that controls it are rapidly thrown into chaos. From writer Alex Paknadel (Friendo,
Turncoat, Incursion) and rising star John Le comes another
Vault & White Noise partnership about what happens after the
mechs stop fighting. Collects the complete five-issue series.

HEART EYES #3
WRITER | DENNIS HOPELESS
ARTIST & COVER A | VICTOR IBANEZ

0722VL331 | 0722VL332
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022 IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022
With Lupe’s monstrous secret revealed, a brand-new threat
looms large. Trust is hard to come by as this apocalyptic love
story threatens to go nuclear…
because someone is always watching....

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

0722VL333
0722VL334

While Ben Sharp and his crew recover
from tragedy, they also have everything
they need to make Mindset the world’s
most influential platform. But, as Ben
seems to achieve everything he ever wanted, from fortune and fame to maybe even
love, he can’t help but shake the suspicion
that there’s something more going on...

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

MINDSET #4
WRITER | ZACK KAPLAN
ARTIST & COVER A | JOHN PEARSON

ORDER TODAY

THE NASTY #1
WRITER | JOHN LEES
ARTIST & COVER A | GEORGE KAMBADAIS
COVER B | SALLY CANTIRINO
COVER C | MAAN HOUSE
COVER D | IAIN LAURIE
COVER F & G | JASON SEAN ALEXANDER
0722VL335 | 0722VL336 | 0722VL337 | 0722VL338
0722VL339 | 0722VL340| 0722VL341 | 0722VL342

FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022 IN-STORE DATE 9/21/2022
CALLING ALL SCARY MOVIE FANS!
Scotland, 1994.
Eighteen-year-old Thumper Connell still has an imaginary
friend: the masked killer from his favourite slasher film.
Thumper is obsessed with horror and always has been. He
fills his time with scary VHS rentals and hanging out with
his fellow fans, The Murder Club. But everything changes
when his local video shop acquires one of the notorious
films known as “video nasties” — films so scary, they’re
the target of the British Moral Decency League’s crusade
to ban and burn. But it’s only a movie, right? It’s all just
imaginary, isn’t it? A story about the perception of evil, the
power of genre, the love of fandom, the need to create art,
oh, and crap-your-pants TERROR!

COVER B

ORDER TODAY

LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

QUESTS ASIDE #5
WRITER | BRIAN SCHIRMER
ARTIST & COVER A | ELENA GOGOU

0722VL343
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
FOC DATE 8/28/2022
IN-STORE DATE 9/14/2022

His secret’s out. His friends are angry. Barrow stands alone. The King has arrived to
claim what’s his… and he’s brought a few
thousand friends.
Did I say “friends”?
I meant “soldiers”!
Will this be The Last Call at Quests
Aside?!		
			

DOWNLOAD TODAY!
GO TO LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM &
DOWNLAOD THE NEW DC CONNECT CATALOG

Hilltop Hoods PresentS:

Noctis
WRITER | SCOTT DOOLEY, ANDREW ARCHER
& HILLTOP HOODS
ARTIST | JEFF NICE
COVER | RAHZZAH

0722Z2345
FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $24.99
IN-STORE DATE 09/13/2022 FOC DATE 08/16/2022
WELCOME TO PLANET NOCTIS! Grab your standard issue Normality
Normalizer™ and hang on to reality for dear life! Pressure, Suffa & DJ
Debris are the Hilltop Hoods and Noctis’ newest inmates—er, recruits—
when an anti-space incident infests the base with demonic aliens from
another dimension! With the barriers between realities breaking down,
it’s up to the Hoods to reverse the bleed before a nightmare god takes
hold! Written by Scott Dooley (The New Yorker) & Andrew Archer (The
Tokyo 5) with the Hilltop Hoods and art by Jeff Nice (The Tokyo 5).		

									
		

Heartstrings
Melissa Etheridge and
Her Guitars
WRITERS | STEVE HOCHMAN & FRANK MARRAFFINO
ARTIST | MANUELA PERTEGA
COVER | KATE SAMUELS

0722Z2346
FULL COLOR | 144 PAGES | $19.99
IN-STORE DATE 09/06/2022 FOC DATE 08/09/2022

Melissa Etheridge’s Heartstrings takes you on a
journey through her growth and life as a musician,
as it reveals the untold stories behind some of her
favorite guitars - each one of them exciting, significant, and dear to her heart and music.			
		

Broken Social Scene Presents:
You Forgot It in People
Writers | Lonnie Nadler Eric Orchard, Ray Fawkes, Mike Feehan,
Diana Nguyen, Scott Chantler & More!
Artist & Cover | Renee Nault

0722Z2347
Full Color | 140 Pages | $19.99
In-Store Date 09/27/2022 FOC Date 08/30/2022

Z2 Comics celebrates the most crucial indie album of the new millennium with Broken Social Scene:
You Forgot It in People, The Graphic Novel. Paralleling the confluence that led a community of Toronto musicians to craft a winding audio epiphany, this project unites one writer and and 13 artists
to create a series of intertwining vignettes inspired by the 2003 record, You Forgot It in People, on
its 20th anniversary. Overseen by Broken Social Scene’s Justin Peroff and Brendan Canning, writer
Lonnie Nadler (X-Men, Black Stars Above) joins Eric Orchard, Scott Chantler, Ray Fawkes, Mike
Feehan, Diana Nguyen, and more artists to be announced for a fully Canadian sequential art jam
session. Within these pages, a collection of seemingly disparate strangers’ lives weave in and out
each others’ orbits, touched equally by the mundane and unexplainable. The meta of music and
people and ideas harmonizing together shifts to a new medium for this touching and ambitious
graphic novel. 									
						

Pantera: Vulgar Display of Power
Writers | Eric Peterson, Steve Niles, Ian Edgington, Burton C Bell, Keith Buckley,
Tony Lee & Ryan J. Downey
Artists | Erik Rodriguez, Ryan Kelly, Steve Chanks, Kevin Mellon,
John Pearson & Danijel Zezelj
Cover | Brian Ewing, Paul Booth, Alan Robert, Erik Rodriguez & more

0722Z2348
Full Color | 120 Pages | $19.99
In-Store Date 09/27/2022 FOC Date 08/30/2022

In the grand tradition established by Z2, the Vulgar Display of Power 30th anniversary graphic novel
unites famous fans of the band throughout comics and music to team up on adaptations of all eleven
of the album’s tracks. Creators including Alan Robert (Life of Agony), Eric Peterson (Testament),
Keith Buckley (Every Time I Die), Burton C. Bell (Fear Factory), Steve Niles (30 Days of Night), Ryan
J. Downey (MTV News), Tony Lee (Dr. Who) and illustrators Paul Booth, Erik Rodriguez, Ryan Kelly,
Steve Chanks, Kevin Mellon, John Pearson and Danijel Zezelj will each offer a unique interpretation
inspired by the lyrics and music to create a whole new way to experience this landmark work of heavy
art. 				

Tori Amos: Little Earthquakes
WRITERS | NEIL GAIMAN, BILQUIS EVELY, MARGARET ATWOOD, DAVID MACK,
LEAH MOORE, COLLEEN DORAN, DEREK MCCULLOCH, LAR DESOUZA, ANNIE ZALESKI,
MARC ANDREYKO, CAT MIHOS, NEIL KLEID, AND ALISON SAMPSON
ARTISTS | NEIL GAIMAN, BILQUIS EVELY, MARGARET ATWOOD, DAVID MACK,
LEAH MOORE, COLLE DORAN, DEREK MCCULLOCH, LAR DESOUZA, ANNIE ZALESKI,
MARC ANDREYKO, CAT MIHOS, NEIL KLEID, AND ALISON SAMPSON
COVER | DAVID MACK

0722Z2349
FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $39.99
IN-STORE DATE 09/27/2022 FOC DATE 08/30/2022

The official graphic novel celebrating 30 years of Tori Amos’s breakout album: Little
Earthquakes. The landmark release that established her iconic thematic voice, as well
as her live intensity behind the keys with unflinching lyrics and songs that would inspire
generations of artists and musicians. This graphic novel demonstrates the lasting
influence of this defining work with 24 stories inspired by the 12 songs on the album, as
well as the 12 ‘B-sides’ that accompanied the album and its associated singles. With star
writers such as Neil Gaiman and Margaret Atwood being assembled by Z2 editor Rantz
Hoseley, who previously edited the multi-award-winning Comic Book Tattoo, and who
painted the cover for her recent Christmastide EP.					
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